This paper presents a hierarchical low-rank decomposition algorithm assuming any matrix element can be computed in (1) time. The proposed algorithm computes rank-revealing decompositions of sub-matrices with a blocked adaptive cross approximation (BACA) algorithm, followed by a hierarchical merge operation via truncated singular value decompositions (H-BACA). The proposed algorithm significantly improves the convergence of the baseline ACA algorithm and achieves reduced computational complexity compared to the full decompositions such as rank-revealing QR decompositions. Numerical results demonstrate the efficiency, accuracy and parallel efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
It is well-known that the partially-pivoted ACA algorithm suffers from deteriorated convergence and/or early termination for non-smooth or sparse matrices 14 . Hybrid methods or improved convergence criteria (i.e., hybrid ACA-CUR, averaging, statistical norm estimation) have been proposed to partially alleviate the problem 15, 16 . This work proposes a blocked ACA algorithm (BACA) that extracts a block row/column per iteration to significantly improve convergence of the baseline ACA algorithms. Compared to the aforementioned remedies, the proposed algorithm provides a unified framework to balance robustness and efficiency. Upon increasing the block size, the algorithm gradually moves from ACA to ID. To further improve the robustness of BACA, the matrix is first subdivided into submatrices compressed via BACA, followed by a hierarchical merge algorithm inspired by hierarchal matrix arithmetics 16 . The overall cost of this H-BACA algorithm is at most ( √ 2 ) assuming constantsized blocks in BACA and the resulting decomposition can be easily converted to SVD or UTV-type decompositions. In addition, the overall algorithm can be parallelized using the distributed-memory linear algebra packages such as ScaLAPACK 17 . Numerical results illustrate good accuracy, efficiency and parallel performance. In addition, the proposed algorithm can be used as a general low-rank compression tool for constructing hierarchical matrices 18 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists mathematical notations used in this paper. Section 3 first summarizes the baseline ACA algorithm, followed by the introduction of the BACA and H-BACA algorithm. Error and cost analyses are provided in Section 4, followed by several numerical examples in Section 5.
NOTATION
Throughout this paper, we adopt the Matlab notation of matrices and vectors. Submatrices of a matrix are denoted ( , ), (∶, ) or ( , ∶) where , are index sets. Similarly, subvectors of a column vector are denoted ( ). An index set permuted by reads ( ). Transpose, inverse, pseudo-inverse of are , −1 , † . ‖ ‖ and ‖ ‖ 2 denote Frobenius norm and 2-norm. Row-wise and column-wise concatenations of , are [ ; ] and [ , ] . All matrices are real-valued unless otherwise stated. It is assumed for ∈ ℝ × , = ( ), but the proposed algorithms also apply to complex-valued and tall-skinny / short-fat matrices. We denote truncated SVD as [ , Σ, , ] = ( , ) with ∈ ℝ × , ∈ ℝ × column orthogonal, Σ ∈ ℝ × diagonal, and being -rank. We denote QRCP as [ , , ] = ( , ) or [ , , ] = ( , ) with ∈ ℝ × column orthogonal, ∈ ℝ × upper triangular, being column pivots, and and being the prescribed accuracy and rank, respectively. QR without column-pivoting is simply written as [ , ] = ( ).
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

Adaptive Cross Approximation
Before describing the proposed algorithm, we first briefly summarize the baseline ACA algorithm 8 . Consider a matrix ∈ ℝ × of -rank , the ACA algorithm approximates by a sequence of rank-1 outer-products as
At each iteration , the algorithm selects column (pivot ) and row (pivot ) from the residual matrix −1 = −
corresponding to the largest element in magnitude −1 ( , ). The partially-pivoted ACA algorithm (ACA for short), selecting , by only looking at previously selected rows and columns, is described as Algorithm 1. Specifically, the pivots are selected (via line 4 and 7) as
The iteration is terminated when < with
and is the prescribed tolerance. Note that each iteration requires only ( ) flop operations with denoting the current iteration number, the overall complexity of partially-pivoted ACA scales as ( 2 ) when the algorithm converges in ( ) iterations.
Despite the favorable complexity, the convergence study of ACA is unsatisfactory. For many rank-deficient matrices arising in the numerical solution of PDEs, signal processing and data science, ACA oftentimes either exhibits early termination or requires ( ) iterations. Remedies such as averaged stopping criteria 19 , stochastic error estimation 15 , ACA+ 16 , and hybrid ACA 16 have been developed but they do not generalize to a broad range of applications.
Algorithm 1:
Adaptive cross approximation algorithm (ACA) input : Matrix ∈ ℝ × , relative tolerance output: Low-rank approximation of ≈ with rank 1 = 0, = 0, = 0, 0 is a random column index;
Terminate if < .
Blocked Adaptive Cross Approximation
Instead of selecting only one column and row from the residual matrix in each ACA iteration, we can select a fixed-size block of columns and rows per iteration to improve the convergence and accuracy of ACA. In addition, many BLAS-1 and BLAS-2 operations of ACA become BLAS-3 operations hence higher flop performance can be achieved. Specifically, the proposed BACA algorithm factorizes as
where ∈ ℝ × and ∈ ℝ × with block size and ≈ . Instead of selecting row/column pivots via line 4 and 7 of Algorithm 1, the proposed algorithm selects row and column index sets and by performing QRCP on columns (more precisely their transpose) and rows of the residual matrices. This proposed strategy is described in Algorithm 2.
Each BACA iteration is composed of three steps.
• Find block row and block column by QRCP. Starting with a block column̄ −1 (̄ 0 is a random index set), and are computed as (line 4 and 6)
[ , , ] = ( −1 ( , ∶), )
After selecting in (7) , an extra block column̄ with̄ ∩ = ∅ is selected by repeating (7) with −1 ( , ) for use in the next iteration. See Fig. 1a for an illustration of the procedure.
• Form the low-rank product . Let = −1 (∶, ), = −1 ( , ∶) and = −1 ( , ), −1 can be approximated by an ID-type decomposition −1 ≈ † = 3 . The pseudo inverse is computed via rank-revealing QR as follows (i.e., the LRID algorithm at line 11). Note that the effective rank increase is ≤ .
[ , , , ] = ( , )
= (∶, ), = −1 (9) Algorithm 2: Blocked adaptive cross approximation algorithm (BACA) input : Matrix ∈ ℝ × , block size , relative tolerance output: Low-rank approximation of ≈ with rank 1 = 0, = 0, = 0, = 0,̄ 0 is a random index set of cardinality ;
9̄ (∶, ) = (∶, ) for ∉ and zero elsewhere;
Assuming constant block size , the norm of the low-rank update can be computed in ( 2 ) operations (line 13) via
Once is computed, the norm of can be updated efficiently in ( ) operations (line 14) as It is worth mentioning that the choice of depends on the tradeoff between efficiency and robustness of the BACA algorithm. When < , the algorithm requires ( 2 ) operations assuming convergence in ( ∕ ) iterations as each iteration requires ( ) operations. For example, BACA reduces to ACA when = 1 except for a slightly different strategy for selecting pivot rows and columns. On the other hand, BACA converges in a constant number of iterations when ≫ . For example, BACA reduces to QRCP-based ID when = min{ , } (note that only line 11 is executed). In this case the algorithm requires ( 2 ) operations but enjoys the provable convergence of QRCP.
The BACA algorithm oftentimes exhibits overestimated ranks compared to those revealed by truncated SVD. Therefore, a SVD re-compression of and may be needed via first computing a QR of and as [ , ] = ( ), [ , ] = ( ), and then truncated a SVD of 15 . The results can be viewed as a truncated SVD of and we assume this is the output of the BACA algorithm in the rest of this paper. Let 1 , 2 and 1 , 2 denote children of and ; 
Hierarchical Low-Rank Merge
The proposed BACA algorithm can be further enhanced with a hierarchical low-rank merge algorithm to achieve improved robustness and parallelism. The low-rank merge operation resembles arithmetics for Hierarchical matrices 16 . Given a matrix ∈ ℝ × with ≈ , the algorithm first creates -level binary trees for index vectors [1, ] and [1, ] with index set and for nodes and at each level. This process generates leaf-level submatrices. We denote submatrices associated with , as = ( , ) and their truncated SVD as [ , Σ , , ] = ( , ). Here is the -rank of . We begin with low-rank decompositions of leaf-level submatrices computed via BACA and pair-wise re-compress them via rankrevealing decompositions until we reach the root level. Here, we deploy truncated SVD as the re-compression tool but other tools such as ID, QR, UTV and their randomized variants can also be applied. Fig. 1b illustrates one re-compression operation for transforming SVDs of , = 1, 2, = 1, 2 into that of , where and are children of and , respectively. The operation first column-wise compresses , = 1, 2, = 1, 2 and then row-wise compresses the results , = 1, 2. Specifically, the column-wise compression step is composed of one concatenation operation in (13) and one compression operation in (14):
with = 1, 2. Let̄ =̄ ̄ denote the submatrix before the SVD truncation. Similarly, the row-wise compression step can be performed via column-wise merge of , = 1, 2. Note the algorithm returns a truncated SVD after steps. The above-described hierarchical algorithm, when combined with BACA, is dubbed H-BACA (Algorithm 3).
In the following, a distributed-memory implementation of the H-BACA algorithm is described. Without loss of generality, it is assumed = = 2 . The proposed parallel implementation first creates approximately log √ -level binary trees of √ row and column processes with denoting the total number of MPI processes. One process performs BACA compression of at least one leaf-level submatrix and low-rank merge operations from the bottom up until it reaches a submatrix shared by more than one process. Then, all such blocks are handled by ScaLAPACK with process grids that aggregate those in corresponding submatrices. As an example, the parallel H-BACA algorithm with process count = 8 and level count of the hierarchical merge = 2 are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The workload of each process is labeled with its process rank and highlighted with one color. The solid lines show the partitioning of the submatrices at each level and the dashed lines represent the ScaLAPACK submatrix tiles. First, merge operations at = 0, 0.5 are handled locally by one process without any communication. Next, merge operations at = 1, 1.5, 2 are handled by ScaLAPACK grids of 2 × 1, 2 × 2, and 4 × 2, respectively. For simplicity, we select the tile size in ScaLAPACK as 0 × 0 where 0 is the dimension of the finest-level submatrices in the hierarchical merge algorithm. In this case, the only required data redistribution is from step = 1 to = 1.5. However, the tile size may be set to much smaller numbers in practice requiring data redistribution at each row/column re-compression step.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Error analysis
First, we provide a simple error analysis for Algorithm 3. Let ′ = Σ , we would like to provide an error bound for ‖ ‖ − ′ ‖ ‖ when , represent the root nodes of the trees. Despite the lack of analysis for the BACA algorithm for general matrices, we assume that the BACA algorithm for leaf-level submatrices attains the desired accuracy ‖ ‖ − ′ ‖ ‖2 ≤ , , are leaf-level nodes. Note that this holds true when block size is sufficiently large (BACA can achieve the same accuracy as QRCP when = ). We first provide an error bound for the low-rank merge operation. As the merge process consists of constant rank increasing rank = = ∕ √ × 2
Flop counts for algorithm 3 steps, step performs column-wise re-compression and step + 1 2 performs row-wise re-compression. Let and + 1 2 denote the matrices concatenated by all submatrices before the step and + 1 2 re-compression, = 1, 2, ..., . Note that 0 = , 1 denotes the matrix after the leaf-level BACA compression, and +1 denotes the final matrix attained by the H-BACA algorithm. For the column-wise re-compression step at (14), we have
with̄ =̄ ̄ due to orthonormality of̄ in (13) . For the whole matrix + 1 2 ,
Here, represents the maximum rank revealed at steps and + 1 2 . The last inequality holds true due to the property that SVD truncation does not increase the Frobenius norm. Similarly it can be shown that for step
Therefore we attain the following error bound for the H-BACA algorithm:
Note that the factor (2 + 1) in (20) represents an error upper bound. From our numerical results the error shows only weak dependence on the number of levels .
Computational costs
Next, the computational costs of the H-BACA algorithm is analyzed. Let denote the maximum rank revealed at level , = 0, 1, .., . The costs are analyzed for two cases of rank distributions, i.e., = (ranks stay constant during the merge) and = 2 ∕ √ (rank increases by a factor of 2 per level). The constant-rank case is often valid for matrices with their numerical rank independent of matrix dimensions; the increasing-rank case holds true for matrices (e.g., those arising from high-frequency wave equations) whose rank is a constant proportion of the matrix dimensions. Recall that for the leaf-level BACA compressions, the computational costs are:
which represent the complexity with ACA and QRCP when = 1 and = ∕ √ , respectively. Let = 2 ∕ √ denote the size of submatrices , at level . The computational costs of hierarchical merge operations can be estimated as
Summing up (21)-(23) for the two cases of rank distributions, the overall costs of the H-BACA algorithm are summarized in Table 1 . Not surprisingly, the hierarchical merge algorithm induces a computational overhead of √ when = (1) and ranks stay constant; it also permits a reduction of computation time by a factor √ when = ( ∕ √ ) and ranks increase. For other cases in Table 1 , the complexity scales like the BACA algorithm.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents several numerical results to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed H-BACA algorithm.
The matrices in all numerical examples are generated from the following kernels: 1. Gaussian kernel: , = exp( −‖ − ‖ 2 2ℎ 2 ), , = 1, ..., 2 . Here ℎ is the Gaussian width, and , ∈ ℝ 8×1 and ℝ 784×1 are feature vectors in one subset of the SUSY and MNIST Data Sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository 20 , respectively. Note that the Gaussian kernel permits low-rank compression as shown in 21-23 2. Helmholtz kernel:
Here (2) 0 is the second kind Hankel function of order 0, is the free-space wavenumber, , ∈ ℝ 2×1 are discretization points (15 points per wavelength) of two 2-D parallel strips of length 1 and distance 1. Note that is a complex-valued matrix. 3. Polynomial kernel: , = ( + ℎ) 2 . Here , ∈ ℝ 50×1 are points from a randomly generated dataset, and ℎ is a regularization parameter. 4. ToeplitzQchem kernel: 2 . Throughout this section, we refer to ACA and QRCP as special cases of BACA when = 1 and = ∕ √ , respectively. In all examples, the algorithm is applied to the offdiagonal submatrix (1 ∶ , 1 + ∶ 2 ) assuming rows/columns of have been properly permuted. All experiments are performed on the Cori Haswell machine at NERSC, which is a Cray XC40 system and consists of 2388 dual-socket nodes with Intel Xeon E5-2698v3 processors running 16 cores per socket. The nodes are configured with 128 GB of DDR4 memory at 2133 MHz.
Convergence
First, the convergence of the proposed BACA algorithm is investigated using multiple matrices: Gaussian-SUSY matrices with = 5000, ℎ = 1.0, 0.2, Polynomial matrices with = 10000, ℎ = 0.2, and Helmholtz matrices with = 20000. The corresponding -ranks are = 4683, 1723, 1293, 302 for = 1 −6 . The convergence histories of BACA with = 1, 32, 64, 128, 256 and are plotted in Fig. 3 . The residual error for < is defined as ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ ∕ ‖ ‖ from (11) . For = 1, 32, 64, 128, 256, the iteration number is multiplied with for < to reflect the true convergence performance, as BACA picks columns/rows per iteration. For = , the convergence history of QRCP in LRID is plotted. The residual error for QRCP is defined as ( , )∕ (1, 1) with [ , , ] = ( , ).
For the Gaussian-SUSY matrices, the baseline ACA algorithm ( = 1) behaves poorly with smaller ℎ due to faster exponential decay of the Gaussian kernel. In fact, the residual exhibits wild oscillations and even causes early iteration termination for ℎ = 0.2 (see Fig. 3b ). The QRCP algorithm ( = ), in stark contrast, achieves the desired accuracy after approximately iterations (although requiring the ( 2 ) operations per iteration). The proposed BACA algorithm ( = 32, 64, 128, 256) shows increasingly smooth residual histories as increases. For the Polynomial (Fig. 3c) and Helmholtz (Fig. 3d ) matrices, BACA also shows better convergence behaviors compared to ACA with even small block sizes > 1.
Accuracy
Next, the accuracy of the H-BACA algorithm is demonstrated using the following matrices: two Gaussian-SUSY matrices with = 5000, ℎ = 1.0, 0.2, one Polynomial matrix with = 10000, ℎ = 0.2 and one Helmholtz matrices with = 5000. The relative Frobenious-norm error ‖ − ‖ ∕ ‖ ‖ is computed via changing number of leaf-level submatrices and block size . When ℎ = 1.0 for the Gaussian-SUSY matrix (Fig. 4a) , the H-BACA algorithms achieve desired accuracies ( = 1 −2 , 1 −6 , 1 −10 ) using the baseline ACA ( = 1), BACA ( = 32), QRCP ( = ∕ √ ) when = 1 and the hierarchical merge operation only causes slight error increases compared to error estimate (20) as increases. Similar results have been observed for the Polynomial (Fig. 4c) and Helmholtz (Fig. 4d ) matrices. When ℎ = 0.2 for the Gaussian-SUSY matrix (Fig.  4b) , H-BACA with QRCP still attains desired accuracy for all data points while H-BACA with ACA fails. In comparison, the H-BACA with = 32 is slightly better than = 1 when = 1 but dramatically improves as increases.
Efficiency
This subsection provides several examples to verify the complexity estimates in Table 1 . H-BACA with leaf-level ACA ( = 1), BACA ( = 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256), and QRCP ( = ∕ √ ) is tested for the following matrices: one Helmholtz matrix with = 40000, = 1 −4 , one Gaussian-SUSY matrix with = 5000, ℎ = 1.0, = 1 −2 , one Gaussian-MNIST matrix with = 5000, ℎ = 3.0, = 1 −2 , one polynomial matrix with = 2500, ℎ = 0.2, = 1 −4 , and one ToeplitzQchem matrix with = 100000, = 1 −4 . The corresponding -ranks are 292, 259, 137, 199 and 9, respectively. The computational times are measured and plotted in Fig. 5 . Note that the data points where the algorithm fails are marked with solid triangles. For the algorithm with QRCP, Table 1 suggests that the CPU time stays constant w.r.t when the hierarchical merge operation attains constant ranks , which is partially observed for Gaussian and ToeplitzQchem matrices. Also, the factor of 1∕ √ reduction in CPU time when increases is also observed for the Helmholtz matrix. For the algorithm with ACA and BACA, Table I predicts increasing (with a factor of √ ) and constant time when stays constant and increases, respectively. We observe increasing CPU time w.r.t. for all matrices when is large, but non-increasing CPU time when is small. Note that when is changed from 1 to 16, the CPU time is even reduced due to improved BLAS performance. In addition, we observe reduced CPU time as the block size increases for most examples due to better convergence and BLAS performance. However, when is large and/or the -rank of is small, large slows down BACA due to overestimation of ranks of corresponding (sub)matrices.
Parallel performance
Finally, the parallel performance of the H-BACA algorithm is demonstrated via a strong scaling study with the Helmholtz matrices. Here = 160000 and the wavenumbers are chosen such that the -ranks with = 1 −4 are = 30, 450 and 890, respectively. H-BACA with = 1 is tested with process count = 4, ..., 1024. The ScaLAPCK tile size is set to 64×64. For small rank = 30, poor parallel efficiency is due to partially utilized process grids at each re-compression step and the computational overhead of √ ; for larger rank = 450, 890, good parallel efficiencies are achieved (see Fig. 5d ). Not surprisingly, the parallel runtime is dominated by that of ScaLAPACK and redistributions between each re-compression step.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a fast and robust low-rank matrix decomposition algorithm given that any matrix entry can be evaluated in (1) time. The proposed algorithm performs blocked adaptive cross approximation (BACA) algorithms on submatrices followed by a hierarchical low-rank merge algorithm. The BACA algorithm significantly improves the robustness of the baseline ACA algorithm and maintains low computational complexity. The H-BACA algorithm combines results of BACA into the desired low-rank decomposition to further increase robustness and parallelism. Analysis and numerical examples demonstrate favorable efficiency and accuracy of the proposed algorithm for broad ranges of matrices. 
